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6. Feel Your Fullness

7.Cope With Your Emotions With 

Kindness

8. Respect Your Body

9. Movement-Feel The Difference

10. Honor Your health With Gentle

Nutrition

These steps should be followed in order.  Skipping steps may spiral

and increase dieting and body distrust. Intuitive eating is NOT a

diet. It should not be used in attempts to change the body

weight/shape or size but rather to create peace with food and

come home to our bodies for life!

Challenge The Food
Police

Get MAD about diet culture and

the ways it oppresses

Unfollow diet-y social accounts

or those that make you feel

negative about your body or

other bodies

Know that fearing we will never

stop eating causes an increase

in food intake

Toss out weight focused

magazines

Dieting=starving

Food rules = restriction

Keep adequate energy and

carbs in the body at all times, or

you will feel an urge to overeat

Food scarcity including intentional

restriction =trauma

Don't go too long between

meals/snacks

Think of eating meals like going to

the bathroom, we don't schedule it!

Make a truce to stop fighting food

and desire for any/all foods

Allow unconditional permission to eat

Restriction likely will yield

uncontrollable cravings

Stop feast and famine

Keep a stocked pantry 

Honor your inner body cues rather

than ignoring them

Scream NO out loud when your

inner critic starts using words

like "good foods, bad foods,

healthy foods, unhealthy foods

and moderation."

Emotionally dismiss internal and

external diet talk

The food police is the inner

critic in YOUR psyche.  
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Movement- Feel The
Difference

Cope With Your
Emotions With Kindness

Respect Your Body
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Honor Your Health
With Gentle Nutriiton

Acknowledge all feelings as valid

(sadness, anger, grief, frustration)

Food does not fix feelings

Food restriction can cause

emotions, which feels like

emotional eating (its not).

Ensure food is not your ONLY

friend or coping strategy for

emotions

Dismiss militant exercise

Challenge cosmetic exercise

Focus on how movement impacts

stress levels, energy levels and

overall wellbeing

If reason #1 or #2 for exercise is

changing the body size, discontinue

that movement.

You don't have to eat

"perfectly" to be healthy

Sudden nutrient deficiencies

don't come from one day or one

meal of less than optimal eating

healthy eating = food balance

AND a healthy relationship with

food

Explore how different foods

make your body feel 

Accept your genetic blueprint

You can't reject the diet culture

mentality while being critical of

your body

A person with a shoe size of 8

would not expect to change it to

a shoe size 6.  The same should

be true of our other genetic

precursers.

Feel Your FullnessDiscover The
Satisfaction Principle Listen to signals from the body

that tell you "I'm no longer

hungry"

Acknowledge that different

levels of fullness exist. Explore

where body feels most

comfortable. Ask why it's

comfortable. 

Check in with yourself before,

during and after meals on how

your body feels.

Pleasure IS part of healthy living

Pleasure and satisfaction SHOULD

be found in the eating experience

Eat food you enjoy that "hit the

spot" (don't sacrifice yourself for

salad when you want a burger)

Stop to notice taste, texture,

aroma etc. and how you reel

about them. 
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Food For Thought

Gentle Guidance Through Your Intuitive
Eating Journey

Intuitive Eating During 
Pregnancy

Intuitive Eating For 
Teens
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You're creating a relationship with your body.  Relationships are

never perfect and are ever-changing.  Embrace the emotions

that come with change with openness and kindness

Remember emotions have a beginning, middle and an end.

Think of your journey through emotions like a tunnel. You have to

go all the way through. Trying to work through emotions by

solving a problem won't work. 

No food has the power to make you healthy or not healthy

Try for an add but never take away approach with food. What

can we add to our plate or our day without depriving ourselves

of food favorites and expanding variety.

Why Intuitive Eating
Doesn't Work

Stop the comparison game

Honor unfamiliar cravings

It's okay to love your body and

not like everything about it. Think

about the relationship you will

have your child- not every day

will be perfect.  Some things will

be more difficult than others and

unconditional love is still there.

Take notice of comparing your

body or food choices to those on

social media.  Tally mark these if

it's a big habit. Delete social

accounts that bring a negative

feeling.

Say no to diets

Recognize weight bias for what it

is (oppression)

There is no such thing as junk food

If you're eating more than your body

needs its from restriction- NOT lack

of willpower

IGNORE nutrition in the beginning

stages of intuitive eating. 

Health is NOT a moral obligation nor

mandatory to treated with respect.

We shouldn't be required to pursue

health. 

Relax. Nothing is under control.

Your treating it like the

hunger/fullness diet

We're mentally restricting food

(i'm not ever going to choose

pizza at the grocery)

We don't embrace changes in

our body weight/shape or size

Sources: https://www.intuitiveeating.org


